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JUDGMENT (PER : INDIRA JAIN' J.)

This appeal takes an exception to the order dated 20th August,

2018 passed by the Learned Member l, Maharashtra Real Estate

Regulatory Authority, Mumbai in Complaint No. CC006000000044224. By

the said order, Learned Member disposed of the complaint with direction

to the promoter to execute the registered Agreement for Sale under

Section 13 of the 'The Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act,

2Ot6'(hereinafter referred to as "the Act" in short) within 30 days from

the date of payment of all dues and on payment of necessary stamp duty

and registration charges by the complainant. At the same time, Authority

held that direction regarding issuance of receipt for cash payment made by

the complainant cannot be issued and as per the provisions of the Act,

promoter cannot sell open parking to the allottees.

Z. For the sake of convenience, we would refer the appellant No.1 and

respondent in their original status as complainant and promoter as

referred before the Authority. Appellant No.2 was not a party to the

complaint.

3. The facts giving rise to the appeal may be stated in brief as

under:

It is the case of complainant that Kamalkant B. Mishra was the

agent of respondent / promoter. In the second or third week of August,

20L7, said K.B. Mishra approached complainant for booking a flat in the

project of respondent 'Forentia' at Kanungo's Garden City, Mira Road

(East), District Thane. complainant then alongwith K.B. Mishra had been

to the office of the respondent at Mira Road. It is submitted that Mr.

Ashok Bhai was looking after the project and he confirmed the

representation of Mr. Mishra as an agent. After negotiations,

complainant agreed to book Flat No. 504 on 5th floor with free stilt car
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parking space in joint names of his wife sunita and himself. He was

asked to pay cash of Rs.B,L3,600l- towards initial payment. He

accordingly paid Rs.8,13,600/- in cash to Mr. Kamalkant Mishra. After

payment, complainant enquired from the respondent about stamp duty

and registration charges for execution of Agreement for Sale. He

approached the respondent several times for getting money receipt of

sum of Rs.8,13,600/- paid to Kamalkant Mishra. It is alleged that

instead of issuing receipt towards cash payment respondent insisted the

complainant to pay GST charges, Rs.5,25,000/- for stilt car parking or

Rs.3,00,000/- in cash for general car parking space. complainant then

on 26.08.20t7 issued a cheque for Rs.6,96,953/- towards part

consideration of the flat with stilt car parking. It is alleged that despite

constant persuasion, respondent or its agent did not issue money receipt

for cash amount of Rs.8,13,6001-, deliberately delayed the execution of

Agreement for Sale and forced him to pay Rs.5,zs,000l- for stilt parking

or Rs.3,00,000/- for open parking in cash. complainant therefore filed a

complaint before MahaRERA.

4. Admittedly, reply was not filed to the complaint. Respondent

submitted written submissions before the Authority to resist the

complaint. It was the contention of respondent that purported dispute

does not pertain to any violation or contraventlon of the provisions of

RERA and the reliefs claimed in the complaint are beyond the scope of

the Act. Respondent denies that Kamalkant Mishra was its agent.

According to respondent in fact K.B. Mishra was known to the

complainant since much before the booking of flat and they had past

financia! dealings too. To substantiate the submission, respondent relied

upon entries in the passbook produced by K.B. Mishra before the

Authority. Respondent submitted that flat was booked by complainant

on 1st September,20L7. It is submitted that complainant had paid only
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Rs.7,00,7l3l- for which respondent had issued a receipt' It is contended

that complainant never intended to purchase a flat but he wanted to get

into the project and create hurdles just to recover money from the

developer. It is submitted that vide letter dated 2$th FebrudrY, 2018

respondent requested the complainant to enter into an Agreement for

Sale. Instead of entering into an Agreement, complainant sent a reply

dated 5.3.2018 making baseless allegations of cheating and money

laundering against the respondent. It is submitted that false and

frivolous complaint without any proof has been filed to tarnish the image

of respondent and therefore the same needs to be dismissed with penal

cost or in the alternative, complainant be directed to enter into

Agreement for Sale by clearing all dues with interest for delayed

payment.

5. considering the rival submissions, Authority observed and

disposed of the complaint as stated in para 1 supra'

6. Being aggrieved, complainant has assailed the impugned order in

this appeal and raised the following grounds:

til There is sufficient evidence on record to show that

Kamalkant Mishra is estate agent of the respondent' The

conversations recorded between complainant and

Kamalkant Mishra were produced before the Authority in

pen drive but the same were not considered;

tiil The cash amount paid by complainant to Kamalkant Mishra

for the respondent was not accounted for and though

Kamalkant Mishra admitted having received the amount,

Authority declined to issue direction to the respondent to

issue money receiPt;
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tiiil Though the complainant parted with more than l0o/o

amount of the total consideration, Authority directed the

complainant to clear all dues before registration of

Agreement for Sale. Complainant paid total amount of

Rs.15,53,9761- including cash and therefore respondent is

legally bound to execute Agreement for Sale as more than

10o/o of the total consideration has been paid.

[iv] Though as per Agreement, car parking space is free,

respondent is insisting the complainant to pay

Rs.5,25,000/- for stilt car parking or Rs.3,00,000/- for open

car parking space;

tvl The reasons assigned and findings arrived at by the

Authority are contrary to the facts and the law.

7. Based on the above main grounds, complainant seeks the

following reliefs in this appea! :

til To modify the order passed by Authority by directing

respondent to register Agreement for Sale on the basis of

payment alreadY received;

liil To declare Kamalkant Mishra as estate agent of

respondent;

tiiil To direct the respondent to issue receipt for cash

PaYment.

8. Respondent strongly resisted the grounds in appeal and

submitted that appellant has failed to demonstrate that his grievances

would fall within the ambit of RERA. It is submitted that respondent was

ever ready and willing to execute the Agreement but due to delayed

payment from appellant, Agreement could not be executed. It is
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FINDINGS

In the

negative.

In the

negative

On clearance

of necessary

dues.

In the

affirmative.

In the

negative

contended that no efforts could be made by the appellant to establish

that Mr. Kamalkant Mishra was the estate agent of respondent at the

relevant time and alleged cash payment was made to the said agent on

behalf of respondent. Respondent supports the impugned order and

urged to dismiss the appeal with exemplary costs.

9. From the rival pleadings and submissions, following points arise

for our consideration in this appeal and we have recorded our findings

against each of them for the reasons to follow:

v

POINTS

il Whether complainant could establish that

Mr. Kamalkant B. Mishra was the estate

Agent of respondent at the relevant

time ?

iil Whether complainant could establish that

cash payment was made to the

respondent as alleged ?

iiil Whether complainant is entitled to the

execution of Agreement for Sale only

on the basis of payment made so far to

the respondent ?

ivl Whether impugned order dated 20th August,

2018 is sustainable in law ?

vl Whether the order under challenge calls

for interference in this appeal ?
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REASONS

Point 1 :

10. According to the appellant Kamalkant B. Mishra represented himself

as an estate agent of the respondent and said representation was

confirmed by the representative of respondent Ashok Bhai' It can be seen

from the Booking confirmation / Particulars Form that name of agent

shown is Sushilkumar Mishra. This Booking Form was signed by

complainant and his wife on 1.9.2018. According to complainant'

Promoter dishonestly changed the name of agent and fabricated broker's

name as Sushilkumar Mishra who is son of Kamalkant Mishra'

Complainant could not demonstrate from the material placed on record

that Kamalkant B. Mishra was the estate agent for the project of

respondent.

11. It appears that to verify the actual facts, Authority issued summons

to Mr. Kamalkant B. Mishra and called for hearing on 31'07'2018'

Accordingly, Mr. Mishra appeared before the Authority and stated that he

had not received any payment from comprainant for booking the said flat.

Mr.Mishrahadproducedcopyofhispassbooktorefutethesubmissionsof

complainant regarding cash payment. If entries in passbook are looked

into, it can be seen that complainant and Kamalkant Mishra had financial

dealings even much before booking of flat by complainant in the project of

respondent,Theentriesinpassbookarefurtherselfspeakingtoindicate

previous acquaintance of complainant and Kamalkant Mishra' In this

situation it was for complainant to clearly show that Kamalkant Mishra

acted as an estate agent for respondent' As there is no iota of material

even to slightly indicate Kamalkant Mishra as an estate agent of

respondent, we do not find any force in the submission of complainant

that Kamalkant Mishra represented as an estate agent of respondent'
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we therefore answer Point t in the negative

Point 2 :

L2. once it is held that complainant has failed to establish Kamalkant

Mishra as an estate agent of respondent in fact question of cash payment

to said Mishra on behalf of respondent as an agent would not arise'

According to the complainant he is unable to read and write English

properly and as per the direction of representative of respondent' he paid

Rs.5,00,000/- to Kamalkant Mishra by issuing two cheques' In the

complaint, complainant pleaded that he paid cash of Rs'8,13,600/- on

24.0g.20t7. There is no whisper in the complaint regarding issuance of

cheques to so-called agent. Later on, complainant again changed his

stand and stated that Rs.5,00,000/- were paid to Kamalkant Mishra and

cash of Rs.3,13,600/- in cash to Ashok Bhai. In the reply notice dated

5.3.2018 complainant stated that he issued two cheques for Rs'5'00'000/-

on 24.g.2017 to Kamalkant Mishra and paid Rs.3,13,600/- in cash to Ashok

Bhai in the presence of witnesses in respondent's Bhayander office' He did

not discrose even the names of witnesses. compraint is totally silent on

payment of Rs.3,13 ,60Al' in cash to Ashok Bhai on behalf of respondent in

the presence of witnesses. This clearly indicates that complainant has

made ever changing statements and raised self conflicting pleadings

throughout. Kamalkant Mishra had denied before the Authority having

received cash payment as alleged by the complainant'

13. The next submission of complainant regarding cash payment is

that on 31.7.201g he had furnished a pen drive before the Authority

wherein conversation on mobile between appellant and Kamalkant Mishra

has been recorded. It is submitted that during conversation Kamalkant

Mishra admitted payment of Rs.15,53,9761- by appellant to respondent

towards booking of flat. complainant submits that this important piece of

evidence came to be overlooked by the Authority and had the mobile
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conversation submitted in pen drive been considered complainant could

establish payment of Rs. L5,53,976l- to respondent including cash payment

of Rs.8,13,600/- through estate agent and the representative of
respondent.

L4. So far as conversation is concerned complainant has not produced

call details Report (CDR) to substantiate his submission. Needless to state

that mere submission of pen drive would not absolve the complainant from
establishing the alleged conversation between him and Kamalkant Mishra.

We are cautious that Rules of Evidence are not strictly applicable to the
proceedings under RERA. That ipso-facto would not mean that
complainant by submitting the pen drive woutd lay off his hands and would

not confirm the authenticity of the conversation, identification of the voice,

production of copy of CDR etc.

15. It is significant to note that this appeal first came up for hearing on

1st March,20L9. Thereafter, from time to time it was heard and remained

part heard. Vide order dated 12th March, 2OL9 record and proceedings in

complaint came to be called. on perusar, we do not find that pen drive

was ever submitted as contended by complainant. On 1lth April, zOLg,

25th April, 20tg and 9th May, zoLg, opportunities were granted to
complainant to submit copy of CDR. Complainant failed to produce the
same. In the absence of relevant material submission of complainant

regarding alleged admission by Mishra being afterthought cannot be

accepted. Complainant has failed to show alleged cash payment to
respondent. Point 2 is thus answered in the negative.

Point 3:

16. As discussed above, complainant could not show that he paid Rs.

8,13,600/- in cash. Respondent admits receipt of Rs.7,0o,7L3l- from the

complainant towards paft consideration and GST. In paragraph 6(xii) of
appeal memo, complainant stated that slab-wise payment was required to
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be made only if Agreement for Sale would have been executed within 60

days from 22.09.20L7. The submission is that respondent having failed to

execute Agreement for Sale within time, contravened the provisions of

Section 13 of RERA and complainant is not liable to clear all the dues as

directed in the impugned order. We do not find force in the submission of

complainant for the simple reason that flat was booked somewhere in

August-september 20L7. Parties have been directed by Authority to

execute the Agreement within 30 days from the date of order i.e. 20th

August, 2018 on payment of all dues, stamp duty and registration charges

by the complainant. It is not the case of complainant that there is no

progress in the construction of building. In such a situation, complainant

at the time of execution of Agreement is under legal obligation to clear the

slab-wise dues, stamp duty and registration charges. We do not find any

error in the impugned order directing the respondent to execute

agreement on clearance of al! dues by complainant. Therefore this point

too is answered in the negative.

Points 4 & 5:

L7. In view of our negative findings to Points 1 to 3 supra, no

interference is called in this appeal. Appeal deserves to be dismissed.

Hence the following order.

.:ORDER:-

il Appeal stands dismissed;

ii] No order to costs.
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